SECURITY

IBM’s Resilient Incident Response Platform
Respond to Incidents Faster. Smarter. Better.
Today’s businesses know they need to respond quickly
and effectively to complex security threats across their
enterprise systems. Yet, integrated and robust response
to day-to-day events that security teams must contend
with is a growing challenge shared by organizations of
all sizes and across all industries. Responding well in
the face of a cyber exploit is harder as the stakes have
gotten higher and the actors more sophisticated.
IBM’s Resilient Incident Response Platform (IRP) is
the leading platform for orchestrating and automating
incident response processes. The Resilient IRP quickly
and easily integrates with your organization’s existing
security and IT investments. It makes security alerts
instantly actionable, provides valuable intelligence and
incident context, and enables adaptive response to
complex cyber threats.

Purpose-Built for Incident Response
The IRP platform enables incident response teams to
manage and collaborate on their response directly within
the platform. Unlike ticketing systems and other generalpurpose IT tools, IBM’s IRP is secure, fully-configurable,
and purpose-built for incident response. Comprehensive
analysis, customizable dashboards, and robust reporting
features ensure senior leadership can access key
information when they need it.
The Resilient IRP allows security teams to quickly and
easily:
• Integrate: Connect to and unlock the value of all
your security investments—for example, SIEM, ticket
systems, IDS/IPS, and more.
• Automate: Enable custom action automation and
enrichment—for example, accessing threat intel, active
directory, or SIEM data, or opening and updating IT
tickets.
• Configure: Allow security teams to build and maintain
their own SOPs and action plans within hours or days—
not weeks or months.

Empower Your Security Teams with a Single Hub
for Incident Response
The Resilient IRP integrates with existing security
systems to create a single hub for incident response,
transforming the organization’s security posture by
aligning people, process, and technology.

Analyze, Respond, Resolve and Mitigate Incidents Faster with the Resilient IRP
The Resilient IRP produces instant incident response plans and adapts in real time as incidents evolve. It can sit on top of
your current security infrastructure. It supports automated escalation, easy collaboration, and out-of-the-box and custom
reporting. The platform features security, action, and privacy modules to ensure appropriate incident response from alert
through compliance.

Why choose Lighthouse Computer Services?
Protecting your business with a security response solution demands a proven and thorough approach to deployment. As your
expert partner, Lighthouse Computer Services can help your business select, procure, and integrate IBM’s Resilient IRP into
your IT and business operations. Our security experts have deep experience in IBM technology and a proven track record of
protecting client’s businesses by deploying IBM tools and solutions.
Lighthouse Computer Services also has a long history as a closely connected partner with IBM. We are proud to be
recognized year after year as a preferred partner of IBM. We received IBM’s Beacon Award for North America Strategic
Partner in 2016, we received IBM’s Premier Business Partner Choice Award in 2014, we were an IBM Watson Finalist in
2017, and 2018 IBM North America Top Strategic Business Partner Excellence Award. For over 23 years, we’ve served
businesses across the US Northeast. With regional knowledge and local resources at the ready, we’re here to help your
business succeed.
The Next Conversation
Let’s start an engaging conversation about how IBM IRP can optimize your security response capabilities to help protect your
business today and adapt to the demands of tomorrow. Let’s get started.
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